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Abstract. HTTP Parameter Pollution (HPP) vulnerabilities allow attackers to exploit web applications by manipulating the query parameters
of the requested URLs. In this paper, we present Application Request
Cache (ARC), a framework for protecting web applications against HPP
exploitation. ARC hosts all benign URL schemas, which act as generators
of the complete functional set of URLs that compose the application’s
logic. For each incoming request, ARC exports the URL, extracts the associated schema, and searches for it in the set of already known benign
schemas. In case the schema is not found, the request is rejected, and
the event is recorded.
ARC can be transparently integrated with existing web applications
without any modifications to the server and client code. It is implemented in Google’s Go language and uses efficient data structures for
storing the URL schemas, imposing negligible computational overhead
on the web application server. When running on a 4-core Linux server,
ARC can process hundreds of thousands of URL requests per second. A
typical URL resolution is in the scale of microseconds.
Keywords: HPP, Web Security.
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Introduction

Web applications are experiencing a variety of highly sophisticated attacks that
stem from many different sources. Some of them exist due to fundamental design
choices of the web platform [5], while others rise due to faulty browser implementations [4,20]. Some of them are based on deceiving users by creating specially
crafted visual conditions [10,15], and others emanate from the complexity and
the wide use of web applications in many different systems [27,7]. HTTP Parameter Pollution (HPP) is a recently discovered technique for exploiting web
applications. HPP can be considered as an injection attack that targets URLs;
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one of the fundamental concepts of the web platform [33]. Web browsers communicate with web applications through HTTP requests and responses, which
reference resources using URLs. This communication can be polluted by injecting parameters in the HTTP stream. These injected parameters form URLs,
which if served, instruct the application to perform actions that were originally
not part of the application’s design. Thus, the control flow of the web application
is altered according to an attacker’s need.
To illustrate the attack in a short example (in Section 2 we give a detailed
presentation of HPP and, more particularly, in Section 2.1 we discuss a formal
threat model), consider an e-store application taking two arguments, namely a
product identifier and an action, which affects the product state. A combination
of a product identifier and the action purchase results in ordering a product.
The product identifier and the action must be attached as parameters in a URL,
which in turn is communicated to the application through the construction of
an HTTP request. If the attacker manages to pollute the request with extra
parameters, then the control flow of the application may change in numerous
ways. The simplest manifestation of the vulnerability is for the attacker to inject
a particular parameter multiple times. In case the parameter that carries out the
product identifier is duplicated, then many different control flows can take place,
depending on the parameter occurrence (first, last, or a combination of) that the
application will give significance while the URL is parsed.
About 1,499 of 5,000 highly ranked in Alexa.com web sites are considered
vulnerable to HPP exploitation according to the methodology outlined by Balduzzi et al. [3]. In this paper, we propose Application Request Cache (ARC),
a framework that can protect web applications from HPP exploitation. ARC
does not detect HPP vulnerabilities, although it can record HPP exploitation
attempts. It is deployed at server side and works completely transparently. A
web application can be protected, using ARC, from HPP exploitation by simply
incorporating ARC in the application server. Note that clients need no further
modifications. In contrast to PAPAS [3], which currently is the only available
methodology for discovering HPP vulnerabilities, ARC aims at protecting the
web application without auditing. ARC assumes that the web application is vulnerable and tries to protect it from being exploited. To this respect, ARC and
PAPAS can be combined. The former as a protection layer and the latter as a
periodic auditor.
ARC is based on the following fundamental concept. Each web application is
characterized by a set of URL schemas, which act as generators of the complete
functional set of URLs that compose the application’s logic. A URL schema is
extracted by a URL by masking out all variables that are assigned to the URL’s
parameters. Each control flow is triggered by having the application serving a
URL, which stems from a particular URL schema. ARC collects all schemas
taken from benign requests during a training phase.3 At production time, for
each incoming request, ARC extracts the URL and its schema, and searches for
3

Notice that the term “cache” is frequently used to describe temporary storage that
holds recently or frequently used elements for improving performance. In this work,
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it in a set of already known benign schemas. In case the schema is not found,
the request is rejected and the event is recorded. An incoming polluted URL
will have no schema stored in ARC and thus will be rejected. This methodology
cannot only prevent HPP, but also certain types of XSS [11], where JavaScript
is attached to HTTP parameters [37].
ARC is fast. Our prototype is developed using Google’s Go, a very efficient
programming language for constructing system tools. ARC stores all cached
schemas in carefully selected data structures, which are implemented using maps
and slices, as provided by Go. ARC also takes advantage of the multiprocessing
features of Go, goroutines and channels. In a 4-core Linux server, ARC can
process hundreds of thousands of URLs per second. A typical request resolution
takes no more than a few microseconds.
Contributions. This paper contributes the following:
– We define a formal threat model for HPP; a new class of vulnerability targeting web applications.
– We design ARC, a framework that can efficiently protect web applications
from HPP exploitation. The framework can be applied transparently in any
application server. The web application and the available clients need no
modifications.
– We implement and evaluate an ARC prototype. We implement ARC in Go,
a fast strong typed C-like language by Google. ARC running on a 4-core
Linux server, with 4 concurrently running goroutines, can process hundreds
of thousands of URL requests per second. Memory requirements, in terms
of RSS, from application to application increase linearly with the size of
different URL schemas.

2

HTTP Parameter Pollution

Web sites have evolved from simple, mostly-static document repositories to complex, multi-tier applications. Although different organizational paradigms are
possible (e.g., 3-, 4-, and n-tier), modern web applications incorporate a mixture
of technologies that are typically grouped into two parts: the application part
and presentation part. The former runs on the server and consists of server-side
code written in PHP, Perl, Java, ASP.NET, or even C/C++, whereas the latter
is rendered by the client, i.e., the web browser, and is made up of (D)HTML,
JavaScript, Flash, etc. The two parts communicate over TCP using the HTTP
protocol in a request-response manner. A typical form of communication involves
a request issued from a web browser, for accessing a resource provided by the
web application, using a request path defined very precisely in a URL [6]. The
web browser issues an HTTP request, which embeds the URL describing the
location of the resource, and if the web server can serve the request, it does so
by returning the result in the form of an HTTP response. Otherwise, an error is
we use the term “cache” to refer to storage that holds a set of benign URL schemas,
which can generate all possible URLs that can be safely served by a web application.
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returned, again as an HTTP response. The following simplified URL shows an
example of an on-line purchase.
http://www.e-store.com/purchase?item_id=42

(1)

The communication channel between the server and the client that is used for
exchanging URLs can be attacked, affecting both the confidentiality and integrity
of the application. An attacker can eavesdrop the communication and steal confidential information (e.g., credit card numbers or account credentials), or modify
a request issued by the client, before reaching the server, and hence break the
integrity of the communication. Such attacks can be easily prevented, by forcing
the web application to communicate with the client over HTTPS [17]. Nevertheless, carefully crafted injection attacks can still happen, even when HTTPS is
in use. For instance, an attacker can lure an unsuspecting user to click on a hyperlink that targets a URL embedding some JavaScript code. Upon clicking the
link, a request from the victim’s browser is sent to a server. This request embeds
JavaScript code, which, if not sanitized correctly by the web server, exists in the
response and will be executed in the victim’s browser. This is called Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS) reflection attack. HPP is yet another injection technique for
attacking web applications [21]. Instead of pushing JavaScript code in URLs,
the attacker is polluting the URL by injecting her own combination of HTTP
parameters. Consider the following URL that has the same HTTP parameter
(i.e., item id) encoded twice.
http://www.e-store.com/purchase?item_id=6&item_id=42

(2)

The result of processing this request depends on the web application’s logic.
There are three possible scenarios. If the application consumes the first (from
left to right) occurrence of item id, then the item with id 6 is purchased. On
the other hand, if the application consumes the second occurrence of item id,
then the item with id 42 is purchased. Finally, it is possible that the application
considers both values, or a concatenation of them, as a valid id. In that case,
both items or item 642 (or 426) are purchased. This ambiguity in processing URL
parameters is the core weakness behind HPP. The attacker is taking advantage
that there is no standardized way of processing URL parameters, in order to
exploit a web application by altering its the control flow.
To a large extent, HPP attacks are manifested by duplicating URL encoded
parameters. However, it is also possible to launch an HPP attack without injecting the same parameter multiple times, but by constructing URLs that the web
application does not handle correctly.
http://www.e-store.com/purchase?item_id=42&action=empty_basket

(3)

Normally, the request shown in URL 3 results in purchasing item 42. However,
due to the high complexity of modern web applications, each incoming request
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is processed by a series of scripts. Hence, the script chain of the imaginary web
application may host a script for which the action parameter is significant. If
such a script is executed, then the basket holding user products will be emptied.
Running Example. Suppose that Alice is the victim, e-store is an electronic
commerce application, vulnerable to HPP, and Bob is the attacker, who runs his
own web site. Bob’s goal is to force Alice buying a different product than the
one she originally intended to. Additionally, Bob has no access to the e-store
and has not compromised Alice’s host machine or her browser. However, Bob
can lure Alice into visiting his site. Bob’s site presents some offers that can be
purchased from the e-store. The web application of e-store has an entrance page,
which shows all items per category, in the following form:
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/show?category=1’>Show cat 1<a/>
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/show?category=2’>Show cat 2<a/>
...
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/show?category=9’>Show cat 9<a/>

Upon clicking one of the above links, the e-store application extracts the
category parameter, and concatenates it with the purchase action and a list of
available ids (item id) for the selected category. Note that e-shop erroneously
trusts category and does not verify it for validity before processing it.
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/purchase?category=7&item_id=1’>Buy item 1<a/>
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/purchase?category=7&item_id=2’>Buy item 2<a/>
...
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/purchase?category=7&item_id=99’>Buy item 99<a/>

Now, Bob is creating his own entrance page with offers that can be purchased
from e-store and lures Alice to visiting his site. Bob’s site has the following form:
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/show?category=1%26item_id=42’>Go to offer 1<a/>
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/show?category=2%26item_id=42’>Go to offer 2<a/>
...
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/show?category=9%26item_id=42’>Go to offer 9<a/>

Alice clicks one of the above hyperlinks and the e-store application extracts
the category parameter, which in our case is <number>%26item id=42, and
performs the concatenation. The result is shown below (notice that %26 has
been compiled to ‘‘&’’).
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/purchase?category=7&item_id=42&item_id=1’>Buy item 1<a/>
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/purchase?category=7&item_id=42&item_id=2’>Buy item 2<a/>
...
<a href=’http://www.e-store.com/purchase?category=7&item_id=42&item_id=99’>Buy item 99<a/>

Assuming that the e-store application gives significance to the first parameter
(from left to right) while parsing a URL, the product with identifier 42 will be
purchased no matter which hyperlink Alice clicks.
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[URL]
----http://www.e-store.com/purchase?item_id=42
http://www.e-store.com/purchase?item_id=30&discount=true

|
|

[URL schema]
-----------purchase?item_id=
purchase?item_id=&discount=

Fig. 1. Examples of URLs (left) and their respective URL schemas (right). A URL
schema expresses a family of HTTP requests that act as descriptors of valid control
flows.

2.1

Formal Threat Model

We now define a formal threat model for HPP vulnerabilities. A is a web
application, and ui is used for denoting any URL schema that has the following
form: action?p1=&p2 =&...&pN =. The schema is composed of an action and a
set of parameters that can take arbitrary values. URL schemas express families
of HTTP requests that are served by the web application and act as descriptors
of valid control flows. Figure 1, illustrates a set of URLs with their respective
URL schemas.
Ua = {u1 , u2 , ..., un } is a set that contains all benign URL schemas that A
can handle. This means that for each incoming URL in Ua , a well defined control
flow f takes place, according to the application’s logic. More formally:
∀u ∈ Ua −→ f ∈ FL
FL = {f1 , f2 , ..., fN } contains the control flows that can be handled safely by
the web application. We denote as Fc the set of all possible control paths of A.
Apparently, FL ⊆ Fc and Fh = Fc − FL is the set of all control flows that A can
reach, but not initially programmed to execute.
We define the set Uhpp = {v1 , v2 , ..., vN } that contains all URL schemas that
can initiate a control flow f ∈ Fh . Ideally, we want A to reject all incoming v
for which the following relationship holds:
∀v ∈ Uhpp −→ f ∈ Fh .
Notice that flows in Fh may have arbitrary consequences and force the web
application to produce undesired results.
2.2

Extreme Cases

We have defined HPP as a technique that is based on the creation of URLs embedding a combination of legitimate, yet unexpected, HTTP parameters, which
can drive a web application to an undesired state. So far, we have discussed
only the case where a combination of parameters is not handled (sanitized) correctly. However, it is possible that HPP can be carried out using the following
techniques, depending always on the complexity of the web application.
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HASH
p1 =

p2 =

p3 =

p1 =

p2 =

p4 =

p2 =

p1 =

p6 =

p2 =

p9 =

URLAction1
URLAction2

p5 =

URLAction3

null

p4 =

URLActionN

p7 =

Fig. 2. The data structures used by ARC. A hash table, which holds references to
linked lists hosting the set of the parameters of each schema. Each entry in the table
has been produced by hashing the action part of a URL schema.

Parameter Sequence. An attacker may carefully construct URLs that contain
valid HTTP parameters, but in a non-expected order. Depending on the complexity of a web application, it might be possible that the URLs trigger a series
of server-side scripts, which if executed in a non-expected order, a surprising
result occurs. Note that ARC can be configured so that it can protect against
such attacks (see Section 3).
Parameter Values. An attacker may carefully construct URLs that have an
expected sequence of HTTP parameters, but with erroneous values. This case is
hard to prevent, since it stems from unsafe input sanitization. ARC is based on
URL schemas, which have already masked out all values, and tries to prevent
parameter injection. We believe that with minor modifications, ARC might be
able to handle such scenarios, but it needs significant effort and knowledge of
the web application’s internals by the developer.

3

Application Request Cache

An ARC is a cache that stores all possible URL schemas supported by a web
application’s logic. Recall that a URL schema is characterized by an action
and a set of parameters. Each parameter is not bounded by a specific range of
values. URL schemas express generators of HTTP requests served by the web
application and they act as descriptors of valid control flows. A URL schema
describes a series of different control flows. For example, consider the following
URL schema taken from the running example of this paper:
www.e-store.com/process-item?item_id=&action=
The schema is characterized by an action, in our example “process-item”,
and a set of two parameters: {item id, action}. New control flows are created
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depending on the value each parameter of the set takes. If “delete” is assigned
to “action” the product corresponding to a given “item id” will be erased. If
“show” is assigned to “action” the product corresponding to a given “item id”
will be rendered in the user’s browser. ARC aims at collecting and maintaining
all benign URL schemas supported by a web application. An ARC-enabled web
application, checks every incoming HTTP request to verify if a benign URL
schema for the particular request is already stored in the ARC. In the case
there is no available schema, ARC does not forward the HTTP request to the
application server, and the event is logged. There are two crucial things for
the transparent and efficient operation of the system. First, the collection of
URL schemas must take place in a controlled environment and in an automated
fashion. Second, upon the schemas’ cache has been built, ARC must resolve each
incoming HTTP request as fast as possible.
Data Collection - Training. ARC needs to know in advance all valid URL
schemas supported by the web application. Thus, ARC needs initially to be
trained, while the web application is running in non-hostile environment and is
receiving only legitimate traffic. It is common for many anomaly detection systems to require an initial training phase [30,25,29]. While in training phase, ARC
passively monitors all web traffic received by the web application, filters out all
URLs and extracts all URL schemas. These URL schemas are the generators
of the complete set of legitimate HTTP requests the web application can serve
without becoming HPP exploitable. Training is particularly easy for large companies, which perform extensive beta-testing prior publishing their applications
in the wild. Passively monitoring a web application while it is being developed
can produce the complete set of allowed schemas, since developers are used to
test every new feature they implement. Training is also easy for applications
that are based on frameworks for providing blog, forum, or other web services.
This is because the application must be monitored once for extracting all URL
schemas. The same cache can be used by all application instances.
Another option is to use a crawler or scanner for extracting all possible URLs
the application provides. However, modern applications use dynamic interfaces
implemented in AJAX [12], which many times perform requests towards the application server asynchronously using JavaScript. These requests cannot be easily
captured by a crawler. However, today, there are efforts towards sophisticated
crawlers that can handle the complexity and the dynamic nature of Web2.0 applications with rich interfaces. One such effort is Crawljax [22], which has been
used by researchers for extracting the user interface of Web2.0 applications [8].
Finally, notice, that many frameworks assume that all URLs an application can
handle is known [26,16,2] (see discussion in Section 6).
Data Structures. The data structures used by ARC is a hash table and
a collection of linked lists. Each schema is stored in the cache in the following
way. First, the action part of the schema is hashed. In the case there is no entry
in the hash table with the same key, a new hash node is inserted at the index,
which is equal to the key. Otherwise, a pointer of the currently occupied index
of the hash table is fetched. This pointer holds references to linked lists, which
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host the set of the parameters of each schema. In the case that there is no list
hosting the parameters of the new schema, a new one is created and a reference
is assigned to the hash index. The data structures are schematically depicted in
Figure 2. Observe the hash table that stores each action (from 1 to N ), which
is noted with URLActionX. Each hash entry stores pointers towards a series of
linked lists. In the example ARC of Figure 2, URLAction1 stores two pointers,
meaning that this entry describes two different URL schemas, each of them described by three different parameters. In the same fashion, URLAction2 stores
one pointer towards a list that contains a single parameter, and URLAction3
stores a pointer towards null, meaning the particular schema takes no parameters. Finally, URLActionN stores three pointers towards three lists, containing 1,
4, and 2 parameters, respectively.
Search Algorithm. It is trivial now to derive the search algorithm and its
complexity, since we have analyzed the data structures employed by ARC in the
previous part. For each incoming HTTP GET or POST request the URL schema
is derived by parsing the request line. The action part (the part before the character “?”) and the set of parameters (all left parts of expressions “par=var”
delimited with each other by the character “&”) are derived in this step. We
assume that URLs follow the specification [6]. ARC can be extended to use a
custom URL schema, for web applications that do not follow the specification,
since ARC runs purely at the server side and, thus, can co-operate with the application server. We do not account for parsing operations in complexity, since
all requests have to be parsed by the application server, no matter if ARC is
enabled or not. When a URL schema is derived, the action part is hashed and
is looked-up in the ARC table. The complexity of this operation is O(1). Now,
the set with the parameters of the schema has to be checked against all sets
already stored with this action. We define as URL action density, ρ, the ratio of
unique actions over all possible URL schemas. For example, a web application
that supports 1,000 URL schemas and those include 100 unique actions, has
ρ = 0.1. The density reversed approximates how many schemas are associated
with a particular action, or how many lists are associated with each hash bucket.
Assuming that an input schema has a number of parameters, N , then the complexity of the search is O( Nρ ). Thus, the complexity of the complete algorithm
is O(1) + O( Nρ ) ≃ O(N ). Thus, the search algorithm has linear complexity with
the number of parameters of each input schema.
Optimizations. We can substitute the linked lists with trees, in order to
reduce the search time required for scanning the lists. The optimized version can
reduce the search time and, thus, increase the URL throughput (see Section 4).
However, security must be sacrificed, since cases described in Section 2.2 cannot
be handled correctly. Thus, for the rest of this paper, we discuss and evaluate only
the unoptimized ARC. A second approach is to use DFAs for searching the cache.
Consider, for example, that each URL can be represented by a string, whose
characters are selected from a space defined by all the different parameters, which
can occur in all collected URL schemas. Although, a DFA has linear complexity
in search, in practice, implementing regular expressions that can contain all the
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thousands of URL parameters used by a large web application is not considered
trivial, due to intrinsic constraints of current off-the-shelf implementations. For
example, PCRE 4 has a hard limit for the maximum size of a regular expression,
and it needs special recompilation for changing this. Finally, we can use a single
hash table for speeding up search. For each incoming schema, we can concatenate
the action part and all parameters and feed the result to a hashing function. By
definition, this will speed up the search to O(1), no-matter the length of the
URL parameters of each incoming schema. However, large web applications,
using many URLs, will experience hash collisions, which can be resolved by
incorporating linked lists. Thus for large web applications, this approach is,
essentially, identical to the approach we follow for building ARC.
3.1

Implementation

We implemented an ARC prototype in Go [19]. Go is a programming language
created by Google for fast system development. We created two versions, one
single-threaded and one that utilizes 4 threads. In the world of Go, the term
goroutine is used, instead of thread. Goroutines cannot be used standalone.
There is no way for a goroutine to complete and communicate the result to the
rest of the program, unless a channel is used. Thus, for the rest of this paper, we
will refer to the single-threaded version as single-channel ARC and to the multithreaded one as 4-channel ARC. As far as the data structures are concerned,
we use maps for implementing the hash and slices for implementing the linked
lists. Maps and slices are standard data structures provided by Go. A map
represents a relation of two data types, one serving as the key and one as the
data holder. On the other hand, slices are similar to C arrays, but their size
can be modified at run-time. The ARC implementation works as follows. First,
it builds the cache by reading a collection of already stored URLs in the disk. It
forms the cache (see Figure 2), which is maintained in memory (we evaluate the
system’s memory footprint in Section 4). For each incoming HTTP request the
application server extracts the URL (and the POST parameters, if it is required)
and forwards it to the ARC. The URL schema is extracted and the ARC looks
up in the available cache for its existence. If the schema exists, the parsed form of
the URL is forwarded to the application server, otherwise the incoming request
is dropped and the event is logged. We implemented ARC and the application
server in Go. However, with minimum changes, ARC can cooperate with any
modular application server.

4

Evaluation

All experiments are carried out using artificially created traces. In this way, we
are able to create large collections with thousands of URL schemas, in order to
stress our implementation as much as possible. Initially, we create three different
4
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Web Application URLs Min Par. Max Par. ρ
Small
1,000
5
12
0.01
Medium
10,000
7
15
0.001
Heavy
100,000
12
20
0.001
Table 1. Properties of URL sets used in evaluation. Each set is characterized by
4 properties: (1) the amount of URLs the set includes, (2) the minimum number of
parameters a random URL of the set may include, (3) the maximum number of parameters a random URL of the set may include, and (4) the density ρ of the set.

HTTP Parameters Distribution (Real Trace)
1.1

URLs

1

CDF

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6
0

5

10

15

20

Number of HTTP Parameters

Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution function of HTTP parameters, as collected from a
real-world trace, including HTTP/HTTPS traffic for the phpBB and phpMyAdmin
applications. The plot depicts 1 million URLs sampled from a trace containing over 50
millions of captured URLs.

URL sets. The set is composed by URLs that are formed by a random action part
and by a set of random strings representing URL parameters. Each parameter is
a random string of size between 6 and 16 characters. Each set is characterized by
4 properties: (1) the amount of URLs the set includes, (2) the minimum number
of parameters a random URL of the set may include, (3) the maximum number
of parameters a random URL of the set may include, and (4) the density ρ of
the set. Recall from Section 3, that ρ is defined as the ratio of unique actions
over all possible URL schemas. Thus, we create three URL collections, each one
representing a different web application. The first set contains 1,000 URLs, each
one having 5 to 12 parameters, with ρ = 0.01. We will further refer to this set
as Small Application. The second set contains 10,000 URLs, each one having 7
to 15 parameters, with ρ = 0.001. We will further refer to this set as Medium
Application. Finally, the third set contains 100,000 URLs, each one having 12
to 20 parameters, with ρ = 0.001. We will further refer to this set as Heavy
Application. We summarize all these details in Table 1.
The characteristics of the artificially created traces are based on real-world
evidence. We monitored two well-known web applications, phpBB and phpMyAdmin, and managed to collect over 50 millions of URLs. We then analyzed
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Request Resolution (Single Channel)
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution function of all measured resolutions, for both the
single-channel and the 4-channel version of the ARC, and for all different web applications. The majority of all request resolutions, about 98%, are completed in less than
10 microseconds.
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Fig. 5. Resolved requests per second for the small, medium, and heavy application, respectively. The 4-channel ARC significantly outperforms the single-channel one, serving
hundreds of thousands requests per second, in all applications.

a sample of 1 million URLs and measured the number of HTTP parameters
per HTTP GET/POST request. We plot the CDF in Figure 3. Notice, that the
majority of HTTP requests include less than 5 different parameters, and there
were not recorded HTTP requests containing more than 18 parameters. The tree
different URL sets are precomputed and stored to files on disk. For each experiment, ARC loads the URLs, exports the schemas, and creates the caches as we
described in Section 3 (see Figure 2). All information is maintained in memory.
As far as the hardware setup is concerned, all experiments run in a Linux server,
equipped with i7/2.93 GHz (4-cores) and 4 GB RAM.

4.1

Request Resolution

We are interested to identify the average time it takes for ARC to process one
singe request. We run the ARC with one of the three URL sets, which correspond to a particular web application (small, medium, and heavy). We forward
1,000,000 URL requests towards ARC, after it has loaded all URLs and has built
all data structures. All requests are taken randomly from the initial file that hosts
the artificially created URLs. For each request we measure the time needed by
ARC to find the URL schema that corresponds to the incoming URL request.
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Fig. 6. Resident Set Size (RSS) and Virtual Size (VSIZE), both as reported by ps(1),
while running ARC for each one of the three applications. Notice, that both, 4-channel
and single-channel, versions have similar memory requirements. Also, memory requirements, in terms of RSS, from application to application increase linearly.

The search time includes parsing the initial URL. We perform all measurements
with the Nanoseconds() function, which is contained in the time package.
In Figure 4 we plot the CDF of all measured resolutions, for both the singlechannel and the 4-channel ARC, and for all different web applications. It is
important to highlight the following. First, the majority of all request resolutions,
about 98%, are completed in less than 10 microseconds. We consider that the
performance is enough for not causing significant overhead to an application
server, even in configurations that are based on commodity hardware. Second,
the requests for the heavy application seem to be resolved a little bit slower than
the medium one, and the requests of the medium one seem to be resolved a little
bit slower than the small one. This is reasonable, since the heavy application is
characterized by URLs that have more parameters that the ones of the medium
and of the small ones. This has two consequences: (1) the parsing time is longer
(recall, that we account for parsing in every search operation), and (2) the lists’
size is larger or, more formally, N is larger (recall the complexity of the search
algorithm, O(N ), presented in Section 3). Finally, notice that the 4-channel ARC
behaves worse than the single-channel ARC (all CDFs are shifted to the right, in
the right plot of Figure 4). Initially, this seems to be counterintuitive. However,
it is not. The 4-channel version has the additional overhead of managing and
context-switching the 4 goroutines. This affects slightly the performance of each
request resolution. Nevertheless, the overall performance of the 4-channel version
significantly outperforms the single-channel version, since the 1,000,000 requests
are completed in shorter time. We quantify this in the following part.
4.2

Request Throughput

We configure ARC to run with each one of the three different applications for
600 seconds. We record how many requests ARC can resolve per second for the
small, medium and heavy application, respectively. We run all experiments for
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package hello

2
3
4
5
6

import (
"arc"
....
)

7
8
9
10
11

func init() {
http.HandleFunc("/", handler)
arc_stats = arc.Init()
}

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

func handler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
if (arc.FilterURL(r.URL.RawPath) == true) {
fmt.Fprint(w, deliver_page(r))
} else {
fmt.Fprint(w, deliver_error("URL is not supported."))
}
}

Fig. 7. An example web application written in Go, for running over Google’s AppEngine, which incorporates ARC. Some functions are omitted for presentation purposes. Notice, that ARC integrates seamlessly with the rest of the code.

both, 4-channel and the single-channel, ARC implementations. We present the
results in Figure 5. Notice, that the 4-channel ARC significantly outperforms
the single-channel one in all applications. Observe, that the 4-channel ARC can
serve hundreds of thousands requests per second. This is to be expected, because
the 4-channel ARC takes advantage of all 4 cores of the server. Thus, a typical
request resolution maybe slightly faster for the single-channel ARC, but the
overall throughput is much greater for the 4-channel ARC.
4.3

Memory Footprint

ARC stores all information (i.e., all URL schemas) in memory for fastest access.
The more the distinct URL schemas a web application has, the more the memory
the ARC needs. In Figure 6 we plot the Resident Set Size (RSS) and the Virtual
Size (VSIZE), both as reported by ps(1), while running ARC for each one of
the three applications. Notice that both versions (i.e., 4-channel and singlechannel) have similar memory requirements. This is to be expected, since both
versions maintain memory in exactly the same way. Notice, also, that the memory
requirements, in terms of RSS, from application to application increase linearly.
Recall from Table 1, that the size of complexity, in terms of URL schemas, for
each application increases by one order of magnitude.

5

Case Study

Google AppEngine [9] is a platform for deploying web applications. Recently,
Google announced an SDK for building web applications in Go. Although, it is
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still experimental, it seems the ideal application server for incorporating ARC
into. Notice, that ARC can be enabled in any application server as an external
CGI script. A typical web application written in Go is composed as a package.
There are many official Go packages for managing HTTP requests and URLs,
which can be easily imported in the main package, which serves as the core of
the application. Next, there is an initialization routine which assigns handlers
for URLs matching a specific pattern, and, finally, there is a series of handlers
that can serve incoming requests. Enabling ARC for an AppEngine application is
trivial. In Figure 7 we present the skeleton of an example web application written
in Go for running over Google’s AppEngine. Some functions have been omitted
for presentation reasons. There are three basic steps needed for enabling ARC.
First, the arc package must be imported (line 4). Second, arc.Init() must be
called for initializing the cache (line 10). This function reads all available URL
schemas from a text file and organizes them to data structures in memory (see
Section 3 for the description of the data structures used). Finally, a check is
applied to the core request handler for filtering out all incoming URLs that are
not compatible with any of the available stored schemas. This check is performed
using the arc.Filter() function, which takes as a parameter the incoming URL
in raw format (line 14) and returns a boolean value (true if the URL compiles
to a valid schema, false otherwise).

6

Related Work

HPP is originally discovered by Luca Carettoni and Stefano di Paola in 2009 [21].
The most relevant research to ARC is PAPAS [3], which aims at detecting HPP
vulnerabilities through a black-box scanning technique. In this respect, PAPAS
and ARC are different, since ARC aims at preventing exploitation through HPP;
ARC assumes that the application is vulnerable. Nevertheless, the two technologies can be combined. A web application, which rapidly changes, can use ARC for
protection and occasionally scanned for new HPP vulnerabilities. HPP Finder [1]
is a Chrome extension that scans web pages in real-time for detecting potential
HPP exploits. Thus, the extension aims at protecting the end user from vulnerable (to HPP) web applications. However, HPP Finder has limited scope. It can
identify only hyperlinks and forms that include a particular parameter multiple
times. As we have already discussed in Section 2, HPP is a broader class of vulnerabilities that can be manifested when a parameter occurs multiple times in
an HTTP request. Moreover, HPP Finder has many false positives, especially in
pages with radio buttons. Therefore, HPP Finder is not considered a complete
solution against HPP exploitation, but rather a precaution.
There are many frameworks for detecting and preventing XSS [18,23,14,28,26,32].
Robertson and Vigna [26] attempt to introduce structure in the web documents
served by a web application, for taking advantage of it and detect potential
injections. The framework needs a map of all URLs that the application supports in advance. In their context, this is called a RouteMap and it is similar to
the routes package present in popular web development frameworks, such as
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Rails [16] and Pylons [2]. ARC needs also all URLs supported by a web application, in order to extract all possible URL schemas. However, ARC does not
assume that this information is known (we have listed techniques in Section 3
for collecting URLs). Researchers have developed generic techniques for covering
web exploitation [25,30]. These techniques share a common property with ARC;
they are also based on a training phase for collecting features that characterize
the benign behavior of the web application. These proposals are more generic,
and, thus, suffer from false positives. ARC, on the other hand, is practical and
focuses on HPP only. Web exploitation is not only XSS. HPP is among the
recently discovered highly sophisticated techniques for attacking a web application [5,7,27,20,4,15,36]. To that end, many academic efforts aim at applying
security concepts from operating systems to the web platform [34,35,13,24,31].

7

Conclusion

HTTP Parameter Pollution (HPP) is a recently discovered technique for exploiting web applications. Since web applications communicate with browsers using
HTTP requests and responses, the communication can be polluted by injecting
parameters that alter the control flow of the web application according to an attacker’s need. In this paper, we constructed a formal threat model for HPP and
we proposed Application Response Caches (ARC), a framework that can prevent HPP exploitation in web applications. ARC can be transparently enabled
in an application server, without further modifications to the web application
and to the clients. We implemented a single-channel and a 4-channel ARC prototype using Google’s Go language. ARC running on a 4-core Linux server, with
4 concurrently running goroutines, can process hundreds of thousands of URL
requests per second. A typical URL resolution is in the scale of microseconds.
Memory requirements, in terms of RSS, from application to application increase
linearly with the size of different URL schemas.
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